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CHAPTER I 
THE SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Purpose of the study.-- This study proposes to examine 
in detail the activities, inside and outside of school, of 
a group of high school pupils as the basis for the develop-
ment of a better and fuller guidance program in the 
writer's school. 
This is to be accomplished by a study of the participa-
tory activities of those pupils for whom test scores were 
available from an interest inventory. 
Scope.-- The subJects used in the study include pupils 
from the tenth and eleventh grades in a semi-rural commu-
nity adjacent to Maine 1s largest eity. For all of these 
students, scores were made available by use of the Allen-
·, 
' Durost Activity Preference Inventory. The techniques 
employed for this study c.onsist -of a questionnaire and an 
interview approach constructed by the author. 
Justification~-- This study was motivated by a desire 
to pursue the implications of the Allen-Durost Activity 
Preference Inventory given at Falmouth High School. 
The fact that upon the return of their profiles, the 
pupils -1 reactions ranged from pleasure to surprise, and 
from surprise to disappointment upon discovering in which 
-1-
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direction their preferences leaned, prompted this search for 
a more concrete comparison of their professed interests with 
those in which they actually participated. 
Its setting takes place in Maine, "the slow to change 
state, 11 in an area which is in the process of emerging from 
ruralism to semi-urbanismo Because patterns of interests 
are affected by experience, environment and by the appeal of 
0thers, the problem of finding proper modes of adjustment 
becomes a vital one for a school which is hardly twenty 
years oldo 
In the light of current discussion as to the signifi-
cance of' the use of a~ditional data in connection with the 
results of testing in counseling, it is hoped that this 
follow-up of the Allen-Durost Activity Preference Inventory, 
may show by self-evidence the suitability of the inventory 
in the school guidance program.. It' the school guidance be 
of the broad type, its important functions should include: 
1. Knowing and appraising the environment of the child. 
2. Measuring and examining the great variety of 
interests of each pupil, whether those interests are 
educational, vocational or avooational. 
Multiplying opportunities for participation in all 
fields that may develop abilities, attitudes, and 
behavior desirable in society. 
• 
4. Giving particular attention to the pupils who 
reveal few or no interests at all--in order to find 
out why some interests can be pursued, while others 
are beyond practical reach~ 
5. Investigating whether or npt interests are being 
suppressed by environmental forces. 
6o Evaluating the school curriculum in terms of its 
fulness and fitness for the needs of all. 
The position of the writer as a classroom teacher and 
as a counselor, makes the pursuit of this study practicable; 
in addition to its broader values, the findings may contrib-
ute to the improvement of the school guidance programo 
Summary of the purpose.-- Since a well balanced guidance 
program at the high school level must ta~e into consideration 
the interests of adolescents, this study seeks to relate 
expressed interests with manifest interests as revealed by a 
group of semi-rural high-school students to whom previously 
an interest inventory had been administered and who now are 
being studied in terms of their actual participation (or lack 
of it) in the areas for which they earlier had professed a 
like or dislikeo 
CHAPTER II 
BASI 0 RESEAROH 
The Significance of Interests for this StuQy.-- One of 
the most promising areas of research in guidance is that of 
interests. Administrators, teachers, and, in particular, 
guidance workers recognize the necessity for a deeper knowl-
edge of the life of the pupil outside school hours. There 
is a well-known axiom in education which goes as follows: 
In order to teach Mary arithmetic, the teacher must know 
teaching, arithmetic, and Mary. It is very difficult to be 
successful in teaching, if one's knowledge of the pupil is 
limited to the usual information, such as age and Io Q~, for 
the simple reason that the pupil is more than a. name and a 
' 
number; he is an individual, subject to influences which are 
so numerous ana varied that "mass education," in the sense 
of 11mass production" is a false belief. 
Administrators also are aware of the differences in 
pupils, but it is the guidance workers who are, because of 
the nature of their work, perpetually conscious of the 
necessity of considering each pupil as a complex individual 
case~ They soon discover that no matter how successful their 
insight into the soul of the pupil, their effectiveness 
-4-
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depends directly upon the amount of concrete knowledge of 
the pupil which is available to themo 
Acquiring this knowledge is by no means easy, for 
distinction must be made between what is significant and 
what is merely incidental. We need to know whieh facts can 
tell us something about the pupil that will enaale us to 
judge his qualities and potentialitieso Considerable knowl-
l/ 
edge of the pupils, according to Billett and Yeo, can be 
obtained through an examination of their interests which 
they define as: "Those things that they care most about and 
those things that attract and hold their attention." The 
very word interests, though it is often freely used, indicates 
an active step on the part of the individual, a reaction 
often emotional in origin, a preference, a choice of what is 
availableo If a pupil is interested, some bond is estab-
lished, some part of his inner lii'e is touched. The inner 
life is part of the forces, often unrecognized, which are 
among the most powerful ini'luences in motivating behavioro 
When the pupil is free from obvious pressures, his inner self 
appears; under these conditions, having found pleasure and 
satisfaction in his interest, his mind returns to it. 
i/Roy 0 .. Billett and Wendell J. Yeo, Growing 1[Q, D. C. Heath 
and eompany, Boston, 1951, p. 229 • 
There does not seem to be, however, a distinct division 
in anyone, child or adult, between interests and non-inten-
eats and, although the selection of an interest comes from 
within, it would be folly to deny the enormous influence of 
the outside world: family, friends, school and environmento 
' ' ]bjl 
Referring to an objective theory of interests, Super 
indicates that: "Interests are the products of interaction 
between inherited aptitudes and endocrine factors on the one 
hand and opportunity and social evaluation on the other." 
These latter forces unquestionably enter into the 
determination of the choice of the pupils' interests, but 
our purpose being as counselors, to examine the pupils we 
are more interested in the what than the how in this study. 
At this point, it is necessary to distinguish the kinds of 
possible interests. The adolescent is noted for the great 
variety of interests he can possess. They are partially, at 
·least, in a state of growth ana change: new ones are being 
formed, old ones discarded; some are strengthened, some 
expanded. Some can be pursued; others are beyond practical y . 
reach. Distinctions made by Super which are related to many 
different methods of obtaining data are useful in reducing 
1/ Donald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness, Harper 
and B:t,:Gthers, New York, 1949, po 4o6o 
yrbia., PP· .377-378. 
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some of the breadth and vagueness of what we call interest. 
"Expressed interest is the verbal profession of 
interest in an object, activity, task, or occupation. 
The client simply states that he likes, is indifferent 
to, or dislikes the aetivi ty in_ que·stion., Manifest 
interest is synonymous with participation in an 
activity or an occupation. Opportunities for the 
manifestation of an interest may be limited by the 
environment or by financial considerations~ 
Tested interest refers to interest as measured 
by objective tests as differentiated from inventoried 
interest which is based on subjective self-estimates." 
The interests of most concern for this study are 
these which are labeled "manifest interestsll namely, those 
in which the pupil is actually engaged. Interests represent, 
to some degree, the pupil's ideal of the activity in which 
he would like to take part. Between the ideal and the real 
are many obstacles, not the least of which is loss of inter-
est because of lack of opportunity to express it. Whatever 
the reason, it is evident that some interests are pursued 
while others are not. 
A knowledge of the ideal and the real, once obtained, 
may be followed by an examination of the relationship 
existing between them and of the limited reasons and infer-
ences--all being significant in guidanee. Have certain 
interests been suppressed by environmental forees? Have any 
harmful results appeared from this form of ~rastration? 
Does a frantic pursuit of various interests indieate some 
inner conflict requiring professional treatment? Normal 
interests may find their expression in the pupil's natural 
activ~ty, w~eh 1m, of course, a condition to be hoped for. 
Pupils may reveal, through an inventory, the desire for 
interests which are unusual or impessil>le of attainment. 
A e~1d of poor parents may seem very much interested in 
yachting, horse-baek riding, gol:r, and Grand Opera. Is this 
dreaming a rejection of his rea1 cireumstanees,--a rejection 
indicating that he is mentally unhea1tby? A glance at ~s 
activities may show, on the contrary, that he is so l>usy 
managing the school Student Service body that he eannot be 
emotionally disturbed. 
An inventory of interests is the primary step. To it 
is added an inventory of activity, followed by a study of 
the reasons, or the inferences which may be drawn r.rom these 
inventories. The study of interests plus activities should 
be useful and aid in attaining the objectives of effective-
ness in guidance. 
Review of Five Currently Published Measures.-- A brief 
review of currently used interests tests seems fitting here. 
- . 1J 
The fol~owing tests mentioned in Bures• "Third Mental 
Measurements Yearbook" have attraete<l the attentian of the 
writer: 
l/Oscar Ko Buros, Editor, Nineteen Forty Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, The Menta1 Measurements Yearbook, Highland Park, 
19414 
Cleeton Vocational Interest Inventory, Revised 
Edwin A· Lee and Louis P. Thorpe, Occupational 
Interest Inventory 
Euder Pre~erenee Recorq, Form BB 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank ~or Men, Revised 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank for Women, Revised 
Thurstone Interest Schedule 
To this list of commercially published tests has been 
added: 
The Allen-Durost Activity Preference Inventory 
(Experimental Edition) 
Cleeton Vocational Interest Inventory, Glen U. Cleeton, 1943, -
McKnight & McKnight. 
Grade Level--Grades 9-12, college, adults 
Forms--Two! one for men, one for women 
Purpose--To give the teacher an opportunity to compare 
the student's interests with experimentally determined 
patterns ot interests which are typical of 10 basic occupa-
tional groups as a foundation tor providing vocational 
guidance. 
Sample ot Categories: 
GSF: teaching grade school 
HSG: high school teaching 
Form of Item (sample--Men•s Vocational Interests PAA) 
Group A 
Astronomer • • • • ( 
Eaoteriologist • • ( 
Number of Items: 700 
Group B 
) 21. 
) 22. 
Anatomy .• 
Botany 
• 0 ( 
. . ( 
) 
) 
10 
Scoring--Simple additive process; place score at the 
end of the section. Match these with the percentiles 
given in tables in manual. 
Validity--Hard to establish. Selection of items based 
on reports given by people in different occupations. 
Reliability--Typical coefficient .822 to .910, obtained 
by the split-half technique. 
Norms--12,415 eases in all, for men 1s form (Grades 8-12 
College 
11,184 eases in all, for women's form (Adults) 
Advantages: Simplicity of scorllg which may be useful when 
time is limited. 
Vocational by nature, is best used with intel-
ligence and achievement tests in the orienta-
tion of high-school pupils, especially valuable 
in eases of deciding whether one should go into 
high school or grade teachingo 
Limitations: Because of the reading comprehension which 
proves difficult, it should be given only to 
superior high-school pupils--preferably Juniors 
and seniors. Validity evidence is lacking. 
].]. 
Occupational Interest Inventory, Edwin A. Lee and Louis P. 
Thorpe, 1944-1946, California Test Bureau. 
Grade Level--Intermediate: Junior High to Adult 
Advanced: Senior High, College, Adult 
Forms--Two: .Intermediate and Advanced 
Purpose--To help to discover the basic occupational 
interest of the future employee so that he may be well 
adjusted, efficient and praductive. 
' 
Directions: Selection of one activity out of two even 
though the person may not like either one or 
both may be liked. 
Form of Item (sample): 
Group A 
Raise chickens, ducks, or 
turkeys and sell them9 
Group B 
Arrange a display of 
watches, rings and other jewelry in a store window. 
Number of Items: .120 in Part I, 30 in Part II 
Scoring--Count all the A1 s, B1 s, C1 s, D's, E's, F 1 s 
circled .. 
Record and change to percentiles .. 
Validity--Items are chosen from Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles; their design, their balance and presen-
tation are good bases for validity .. 
Reliability Test--retested, correlation. 84 to ·93 
P~reentiles Norms--More than 1000 ninth graders, Califo 
Advantages: Attractive. Useful for validation follow-up. 
Limitations: Is in its experimental stage.. Lack of 
empirical validity. 
• 
Kuder Preference Record: Form BB, G. Frederic Kuder, 
1943-1948, Science Research Associates. 
Grade Level--High school, college, adults 
..., ZWWQ C:: 
12 
Forme--BE for hand-scoring; BM for machine-scoring 
Purpose--To point out scores for which the student has 
expressed preferences; to check on the consistency of 
the choice made of the thing the person prefers to do. 
Categories: 
Mechanical 
Persuasive 
Musical 
Computational 
Artistic 
Social Service 
Scientific 
Literary 
Clerical 
Directions: Indicate most-liked and least-liked activity 
in each group of three. 
Form of Item (sample): 
Group P. Group Q. Group R. 
Visit an art gallery Browse in library Visit museum 
Number of .Items: 168 situations with 3 choices in each 
Scoring--Simple count of circles in pin-pricked, 
.concealed, weighed scoring. 
Validity--Its classification of occupations by interest 
types presents some validity. 
Reliability--Median of table listed in manual o9l. 
Norme--1858 boys of grades 10-12 
Advantages: 
2000 girls of grades 10-12 
2667 adult men, 1429 women. College norms not 
completed. 
It measures only interest factors. 
It implies the three phases of guidance: 
educational, vocational, and avocational. 
1.3 
After many years of experimentation and revision, 
this instrument is currently used because it assesses 
the complete age range of adolescents. 
Its value for the prediction of success in courses, 
mainly scientific and mathematical, may prove useful 
in counseling for choice of courses or vocational planso 
Its scoring is economicalo 
Its format and marking device are appealing. 
Its administration is simple and demands an average of 
40 minutes .. 
Limitations: 
More evidence of validity is needed, in spite of many 
studies already underta~en from 1940 until now. The 
question of the reading ability of the testee in compa-
rison with the difficulty of the vocabulary of the 
Kuder instrument remains a problem that affects its 
validity. 
The occupational interpretation of the profile will be 
more objective when more occupational indexes are 
available, so that counselor and counselee may see 
together the similarity of the student 1s interest 
profile .. 
The directE.e:ss of the questions may lead the student 
to llfa..lte" answers. 
Although the Kuder profile may correlate with the Strong 
scores in the field of sciences, yet the artistic and 
musical traits exhibited by Kuder do not correlate with 
those indicated by Strongo 
14 
Its advisability for use in the 9th grade is still problem-
atic. 
15 
Vocational Interest Blank for Men (Revised), Edward Ko Strong, 
Jro, 1938, Stanrord University Press. 
Grade Level--Age 17 and over 
Forms--One 
Purpose--To determine to what extent one 1e interests 
agree or disagree with those of successful men in a 
given occupation; to provide for guidance with regard 
to broad fields of oceupationso 
Categories--35 revised occupational scales plus 6 
groups scales. 
Directions: Indicate by a circle-liking, indifference or 
dislike ror certain kinds of work~ Disregard 
considerations of salary, social standing, and 
future advancement. 
Form of Item: 
1. Actor (not movie) L I D 
2o Advertiser L I D 
3o Architect L I D 
Nwnber of Items: 4oo 
Scoring--Weighting raw scores in terms of means and 
standard seores .. 
Validity--High validity with reference as to how men 
successfully engaged in an occupation are differen-
tiated from those successfully engaged in other occupa-
tions. Another measure of validity eoneerns the degree 
in which men successfully engaged in an occupation are 
differentiated from men in the same occupation, who 
are not so successful. 
Reliability--Coefficient of revised scales for men 
averages o88 based on records of 285 Stanford Seniors. 
High reliability by test--retest with a five-year 
interval. 
Norms--Newest scales include between 4oo 'and 500 per-
eons for each of the occupations. 
Advantages: Many past and current researches show that 
Strong's Vocational Interest Blank enjoys great 
favorj if Kuder focuses on the nature of activities 
enjoyed; Strong emphasizes the person to whom one is 
similar, with a simple picture of the major patterns 
of occupational interests noticeable in the Interest 
Global Chart. 
16 
The validity is empirical with no opportunity I"or 
"fake". The coefficient of correlation with the Kuder 
Preference Record is .6o. It includes highly positive 
correlation between biological science interests and 
those of theoretical and aesthetic value. 
Limi ta.tions: 
The eost of scoring makes the use of test prohibitive. 
' An analysis of the vocabularies points out that the 
test is on the lOth grade level$ 
Vocational Interest Blank ror Women (Revised), Edward K. 
Strong, Jr., 1946, Stanrora-ITniversity Press. 
Number of Items remains the same as for men, but 
questions are differentG 
The test for women being less complete than the one 
17 
for men, it is recommended that the Vocational Interest 
Blank for Men should be used for future 11 career women 
in college 11 • 
j 
Thurstone Interest ScheduJ.e, ~' The PsychoJ.ogicaJ. 
Corporation. 
Forms--One 
18 
Time required--No time J.imit, but total time shouJ.d not 
be more than 20/JO minutes. 
Purpose--To heJ.p the counseJ.ee estabJ.ish vocational. 
preferences in terms of specific occupational titles. 
Number of Items: One hundred spaces or boxes, each 
containing a pair of occupations. 
Directions: Indicate preference in each space. 
Scoring--Count the number of marks in each coJ.umn and 
in its corresponding row. Maximum range for each score 
is 0 to 20. 
Form or Item: They are chosen from ten occupational 
:t'ields. 
B 
Business 
Sample 
E 
Executive 
Validity--Validity is not mentioned as such. 
ReliabiJ.ity--Reliabilities for the ten scores are at or 
above .90.. They were obtained by the split-half method 
for 200 schedules. 
Advantages: The schedule presents an attractive appearance; 
firm paper, clear arrangement of material with 
wide type. 
Scoring and checking are easy to follow. 
Its cost is reasonable, and the speci:t'ic occu-
pational titles appeal to the pupilso 
Limi ta tiona: 
Its validity evidence remains a great problem. 
19 
The Allen-Durost Activity Preference Inventory, (Experimen-
tal Edition), Margaret E. Allen and Walter N. Durost, 195lo 
The Allen-Durost Activity Preference Inventory was 
presented at the meeting of the American Research Asso-
ciation in Boston in April, 1952, in its experimental formo 
It has been accepted by the World Book Company with a view 
to publication in the not-too-distant futureo 
.The purpose of the Allen-Durost Activity Preference 
Inventory is to reveal the educational, vocational, and 
avocational preferences of adolescents while they are ado-
lescentso The 150 multiple choice items of the force-choice 
type are set in situations which, as a whole, are familiar 
to pupils from grades 9 to 12 inclusiveo Those items are 
11 
related to fifteen categories as follows: 
1) Aesthetic - Interest on one or more of the fine 
arts and things beautiful 
2) Altruistic - Interest in doing things for other 
people 
3) Audience Approval - Interest in appearing before 
people either alone or in a group in plays, music, 
talent shows, speeches, etco 
4) Competitive - Interest in competing against others 
in sports ,,.,. etCh 
5) Creative - Interest in producing something original 
in music, art, science, literature, or mechanics. 
i/Margaret E. Allen and Walter N. Durost, The Allen-Durost 
Activity Preference Inventory, Summary for Reviewers 
furnished by Margaret E. Allen, Director of Testing, Portland, 
Maine Public Schools. 
e 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
10) 
zo 
Detail - Interest in tussy jobs or things that 
require you to keep at them tor quite a long time. 
Directive -· Interest in taking charge of things 
or peopleo 
Group - Interest in being with or working with others. 
Home .@! FamilY - Interest in things that can be 
done at home or with the family. 
Manipulative - Interest in activities requiring 
skill with your hands such as operating or repair-
ing machines, or in making things from patterns, 
recipes, directions or scientific tormulase 
11) Mathematical - Interest in activities requiring 
arithmetic skill. 
12) Personal Improvement - Interest in improving your-
self in skill or appearance, or education, or 
character, 0r occupation. 
13) Persuasive - Interest in getting people to follow 
your ideas. 
14) Pbysical ActivitY - Interest in activities requir-
ing strenuous muscle activity. 
15) Public Affairs - Interest in current affair~ 
locally and nationally. 
Directions: The pupil marks his most and least preferred 
activity among four choices (M) and (L)~ If 
he feels a very strong liking and dislike for 
the activity that he has pointed out as his 
most preferred and least preferred choice, he 
indicates it. by a further mark, called a 
Stren@th Mark, a sign of the intensity of his 
interest. 
Scoring--The manual indicates that: 
"The number of responses in the 11M" row for eaoh 
rubric plus all strength marks for that rubric are 
counted and recorded in the separate space for each 
rubric at the side of the answer sheet. 
21 
The total score for each rubric is the 11M" score 
mies the 11 L" score. This method of scor!qg eliminates 
the long, arduous task of asing stencils.~ 
The inventory is well within the range of all high-
school pupils without requiring them to visualize a situa-
tion in the future which is unfamiliar to them .. 
It reveals all the interests of the pupil, and whether 
or not they have an influence on his educational, vocational 
or avocational plansG 
Its terminology is clear and simple enough to be 
understood by all pupils, regardless of their reading 
ability. 
Its profile is easy to interpret and appeals to the 
pupil. 
1/Allen-Durost, op~ cit. 
• 
OH.APTER III 
PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 
Procurement of the datae-- This study is based on the 
results of the Allen-Durost Preference Inventory adminis-
tered twice to the same group of pupils; in 1951, when these 
pupils were in grades nine and ten respectfully; then again 
in early l953, when the same pupils were in grades eleven 
and twelvee 
The sampling consists of 19 pupils who are now in grade 
eleven and 39 pupils who are now in grade twelvee This 
group includes all students of the school for whom test-
retest records on this inventory were available. 
Plan of procedures.-- To make this study meaningful, it 
was necessary to see whether or not these students actually 
took part in the activities in which they had previously 
expressed interesto To carry out the study, a questionnaire 
and an interview were the instruments employed to discover 
the participation of the pupils in activities mentioned in 
the inventory. The questionnaire was given to all testees 
in order to find out whether or not they had participated; 
but the interview was used only with the individuals who 
showed little or no participation, either in school or oute 
-22-
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The Locale.-- The study is the result of an eight-
month period of investigation, including the spring, fall 
and winter of 1952-53, during which time the activities are 
viewed under their various aspeetso 
It affects 58 pupils, boys and girls, now in the 
eleventh and twelfth years at Falmouth High School, Maine. 
Those pupils represent the five socio-geographic locations 
of the town: the high plateau, the gentle elope, the valley, 
the 11upper sea shore" and the "lower sea_ shore". The schoGl 
is situated in Falmouth, Maine, a town of ~,500 inhabitants, 
which is a part of the area called Greater Portland. It is 
located on a high plateau where the greater number of the 
native population lives. The newer residents, mostly 
engaged in business in Portland, have built their homes in 
the valley and along the sea shoreo Occupational classifi-
cations include agriculture, fishing, mechanical trades, 
service, sales, professional, technical and managerial work. 
The range of the income varies from $1,500 to $60,000 
annually, the economie strata being representative of all 
levels. 
The nineteen-year-old school was, at first, a combina-
tion of different levels. Until 1948, it housed grades 
seven and eight besides grades nine, ten, eleven and twelveo 
In 1951, a new junior high school relieved the overcrowded 
eonditiono· Now, the high school is a four-year high school, 
·- -------- -- ---- - --- ~~~-
24 
numbering two hundred pupils, all t-ransported by busesQ 
Besides the principal who combines the administration with 
one class in Human Relations, there is a faculty of twelve 
teaoherso They have five classes a day, supervise two 
study halls, and six have charge of a home room. The 
courses offered are: General, including wood-working and 
home economics; Commercial; and College. Library facilities 
are limited. 
The recreational activities of most of the pupils 
center about the home,--sports are strongly favored by both 
parents and childreno Besides activities sponsored by the 
school, the American Legion Post and the Falmouth League 
have organized teams. Baseball is the favorite sporto 
The high school population reflects the diversity in 
the town life and, in a certain sense, the social division 
between the older native stock and the newer arrivals who 
consider Falmouth a residential suburb of Portland. In 
general, the pupils seem to lack the spirit of initiative, 
Which is frequently typical of youth. 
The age level is that of most four-year high schools. 
The ability levels vary from low average to well above 
average on the California Test of Mental MaturityQ About 
ten percent continue their education in some form: girls 
become secretaries or nurses; many of the boys go directly 
into the armed servieeso 
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The ~uestionnaire.-- Among the techniques available 
for collecting evidence on definite points, stand out 
personal observation, anecdotal records, check lists, ques-
tionnaires and interviews. 
The questionnaire and the interview were.retained for 
this study, the questionnaire being used first. It was 
11 built in accordance with ~tney 1 s concept wherein he 
points out that a good questionnaire should be within the 
level of the person who is to answer it; that the formula-
tion should be short, direct and easily handled; that the 
material be worthy of investigation, and its presentation so 
inviting that additional information may be readily offered 
when opportunity presents itself. 
The fact that the teacher and pupils formuJ.a.ted the 
objectives of the questionnaire together is sufficient to 
indicate that readiness was promoted before this tool was 
released. 
The purpose of this instrument was to check by record-
ing in a systematic fashion, the participation or non-
participation of the student in the activities involved in 
this studyo 
After the 1953 administration of the Allen-Durost 
Preference Inventory, the scope of the original inventory 
i/Frederick Lamson Whitney, The Elements of Research, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, pp. 140-144. 
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was limited to the five areas in which the highest number 
of preferences were expressed and to the five areas in 
which the lowest number of preferences were expressedo 
The order and number of these preferences in terms of 
the five highest and the five lowest areas of interest are 
given in Table 1 belowo 
The pupil was then asked to place himself, as well as 
he could, in fourteen to sixteen of the situations contained 
in these highest and lowest interest areas and then to cheek 
opposite the statement, his participation in them either in 
school, outside of school or_not at all~ (See Appendix). 
The questionnaire was given in February, 1953, to 58 
pupils, grades eleven and twelve. The directions were taken 
up with the group, and the importance of the study as a 
contribution to the School Guidance Department was emphasizedo 
The results of the questionnaire were tabulated 
cooperatively by the writer and by the pupilso An itemized 
tabulation will be found in the Appendixo 
After the results were available, those eases showing 
the greatest amount of non-participation were singled out 
for further study namely, through the medium of personal 
interviewso 
Table 2 indicates the actual participation in school 
and out of school in the lowest areas of interesto 
Table 1~ Order and Number of Preferences in 
Terms of the Highest and the Lowest 
Areas of Interests 
Highest Lowest 
Area Number Area Number 
(li (2) 
Manipulative· 20 Persuasive 26 
Pers. Improvement 21 Public Affairs 29 
Competitive 21 Audien~e App 11 33 
Group 34 Aesthetic .38 
Physical Activity 3.5 Creative 41 
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Table 2o Participatory Activities at School 
and Outside in the Lowest Areas 
of' Interest 
Activities Participation Total 
At School Outside 
(1) (2) (~) 
Persuasive 14-7 180 327 
Aesthetic 153 226 379 
Public A:ff'airs 184 198 382· 
Oreative 162 231 393 
Audience Approval 200 245 445 
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The Interviewo-- The other technique chosen for this · 
study was t~~ interview, or •conversation with a purpose•, 
~ . 
as Bingham refers ta it.. fhis was used as a measure ot 
validity to find taets which correlated with information 
already gathered by means of the questiannaire or a reeheek 
to find out what evidence there was that the pupil aetuall.y 
participated as shown in the questionnaireo 
The questi<l>nnaire may save time because it ean be given 
en masse, but it must be recognized that it laeks the ~ee= 
dom, the mutual confidenee and the give-and-take attitude 
which exist during the interview between the guidance 
worker and the pupilo 
The yes-or-no answer of the quest.ionnaire ef'fers very 
little oppor1nmity for probing into the reasens for the 
aetivity... It may reveal for inst.anee, that the papil takes 
long walks in the woods in the fall, without. adding mare 
details, whereas through the interview, pertinent material. 
modifying the whole sense of the aetivity may show that the 
pupil is interested in seenery, in nature, in seienee or 
merely in finding a suitable spot tor hunting or f1sh1ngo 
In order to stimulate ideas, the pupils who are 
interviewed are encouraged to bring into elass some of the 
things that they have made or used in the course at their 
activities, such as pieuures, mounted birds or fish 
!/Bingham, W.. Ho , and B. F o Moore How to Interview, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1941, 1934, 1931, P• 1. 
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various hooks, fishing flies, dresses or paintingso While 
looking at the exhibit, the interviewer, being on the alert, 
detects ideas which connect certain activities with related 
participation. Often the uncovered material can he utilized 
in assisting the pupil in his choice of studies or post-
.. 
school occupation~ The interYiew nsed in counseling as 
11 
described by Strang may be well applied in the interview 
chosen for seeking facts. 
"The interview may be viewed as a learning 
situation, subject to the laws of learning. Learning 
is most effective when emotional blocks are removed, 
when familiar words and ideas are used, when one idea 
at a time is introduced, when the person participates 
in the learning experience and when the counselor ta..'ltes 
an attitude of positive expectancy towards the other 
person." 
The success of the interview depends upon its planning 
and upon the pupil's clear concept of ito Once there is 
motivation, cooperation follows. 
Referring to the motivation of the interview used in 
this study, it is interesting to notice here an unexpected 
reaction, which clearly reveals the state of mind of many 
pupils in a semi-rural school regarding their position in 
life and their educative proeesso 
There has always been a vague feeling of opposition, 
a mild rivalry, or even an inferiority complex among rural 
i/Ruth Strang, Counseling Tecpnics in College and Seoondarz 
Schools, Harper and Brothers, New York, 19.37, Po 124. 
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people with respect to the "big city" and "city smart ones." 
The feeling is that modern active life offers many advantages 
never found outside of the city and that city people "rave 
more", lido more" and) in general, lead more interesting and 
profitable lives than their country cousins. They think 
that they are missing something, even though they have not 
the slightest idea of what it is. But radio, television, 
movies, newspapers and magazines continually remind them of 
the lure of the city, of the rich and exciting life possible 
only a few miles away--fifteen minutes exactly--from this 
particular group under discussion. 
This attitude of being somewhat Backward, somewhat 
behind the rest of the world often carries over into their 
school life and, without doubt, into their minds; they and 
their parents question the effectiveness of the education 
which is within their reach, "Is it as good as what the 
city offers?" "Is attention given to the individual?" A 
type of educational inferiority complex lurks in the back-
ground, a complex which is, by no means, completely justifiedo 
Against this background) the pupil finds in the inter-
view a personal interest which becomes a challenge to him. 
Hearing . the clear and simple words explaining the 
purpose of the interview) impressed by the counselor's 
accent of sincerity, the pupil takes pride in the discovery 
that his school also, is up to date. Together with the new 
• 
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attitude, an understanding o~ what modern edueation is try-
ing to de begins to dawn upon himo The pupil seems to 0e 
saying_to himsel~, "Teachers are genuinely interested in us; 
they have some right to the information they are seekingou 
The teacher is aeeepted ~s som.e one who ean understand him; 
the interview is recognized as an opportunity to reveal some 
ot hi~ inner li~e; and he, who once was reticent, shy and 
di~fident, l!>eeomes confident, spontaneous and cooperative. 
The significance o~ the interview and its results then 
becomes apparent to the superintendent, principal, teachers, 
and parents who cooperate tully with the interviewer .. 
The fact that the pupil.s use in their e0urse in Hwnan 
!/ 
Relations the text&ook by Billett and Yeo which deals with 
manifested interests, played an important part iB the moti-
vation of tlle interview o The ooneept of measured and 
revealed interests and their usefulness became clear to them. 
The eoneept is as follows: 1When measured interests 
and revealed interests are combined, they pr<!>vlde a good 
basis to~ planning.m 
A eareful,examination o~ the cumulative record o~ the 
pupil by the teacher preeeded the interview.. Thus the 
eounselor had a clear picture of the family eaekgrouad, 
!/ROY e. Billett and Wendell J .. Yeo, Growing tJp, » .. C, Heath 
and CompallY, Boston, 1951, p .. 24o..-
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the school that he had attended, his social environment, 
physical condition, scholastic record and the results of the 
standardized tests that he had taken .. 
In order to determine the extent to which opportunity 
influenced non-participation in activities, it was decided 
by the writer and pupils who met together, that questions 
and narrative should be the tactics employedo 
Those questions and narrative were to be used for the 
purpose of directing the pupil•s attention to the questions 
at hand, bringing him baek to the point in ease of rambling 
and checking up on statements of objective natureo 
An accurate record of the testimony together with the 
teacher's interpretation of what the student had said, 
followed the interview, thus affording an opportunity to 
verify and rectify it .. 
Ten of the selected cases for the interview are outlined 
in the following pageso On each case, the results are 
recorded in tabular form with the numbers indicating mani-
fested interest at school and outside.. In certain instances, 
when the pupil did not participate in the expressed interest, 
or vice versa, a blank was added to show the deficiency. 
Case Number 6 
Number 6 is a sixteen-year-Gld girl in the eleventh 
grade. She lives with her father and aunt; her mother died 
when she was fourteen. She is above average in intelligence 
and her academic achievement is fairo 
The fact that she studied music and took art lessons 
before her mother's death may explain her high participation 
outside of school. Her mother was active in many civic 
organizations and made it possible for Number 6 to have 
many opportunities to develop her sense ofr cultural appre-
ciation by means of visits to famous museums, and atten-
dance at the best lectures and exhibits. 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
. 
Persuasive 
Audience A~prova~ 
Directive 
Home & Family 
Mathematical 
Areas 
Persuasive 
Audience Approval 
Public Affairs 
Oreative 
Aesthetic 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
1 
2 
8 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
5 
Evaluation: Participation in activities pertaining to Public 
Affairs and of a creative and aesthetic riature is greater 
than expressed preferences. This may be the results of an 
early and forceful participation on the part of the parents. 
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Case Number ~J 
Number ~J is a boy in the eleventh grade.. He is 
sixteen years old, of average inte~ligenee, with good ao~eve­
ment in the eollege course. He is the younger of two ehi~­
dren. His sister, a teacher, comes home every week end .. 
The who~e tami~y is eivio-minded. 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Creative 
Attdience Approval 
Aesthetic 
Mathematieu 
Home & Family 
Areas 
Creative 
Audience •pproval 
Aesthetic 
- - - ~ - - - - -
Public Affairs 
Persuasive 
() 
~ 
2 
(i) 
() 
2 
2 
G 
~ 
4 
a 
0 
2 
2 
Evaluation: Manifested interests parallel fair~y well the 
expressed preferences in the Aesthetic and Autianee Approvu 
areas. Partieip~tion is higher in activities of a Persua-
sive and Puhlie Affairs nature ... The actual participatory 
activities in Creativeness are smal~er than the expressed 
preferences. 
Case Number 21 
Number 21 is a seventeen-year-old girl in the twelfth 
grade. She is the oldest of six children. Her intelligence 
is above the average and her achievement in the college 
course is very good~ She plans to attend a school of nursing 
after her graduation. She has been a faithful girl scout 
tor four yearso Lack of time is her main reason for non-
participation; after school she attends to household duties 
and to the care of the younger children. 
Comparison ot Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Persuasive 
Audience Approval 
Creative 
Aesthetic 
Directive 
Areas 
Persuasive 
Audience Approval 
Creative 
Aesthetic 
Public Affairs 
1 
2 
3 
3 
0 
2 
Evaluation: Thera is fairly good agreement between all 
j 
areas, except in Public Affairs where participation is 
greater than the pupil 1s expressed preference for ito 
2 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 
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Case Number 27 
Number 27 is a girl, eighteen years old, in grade 
twelve. She is the oldest of five childreno Her parents 
are in the lower socio-economic level with no telephone or 
radio in their homeo Her intelligence is below average. 
She has had ~eading difficulties and her academic achieve-
ment is poor. 
On Saturdays, she works as an elevator girl in a depart- · 
ment store; as a result, she seems now more ready to 
volunteer to convey her ideas to the groupo 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Public Affairs 
Creative 
Aesthetic 
Audience Approval 
Directive 
Areas 
Public Affairs 
Creative 
Aesthetic 
Audience Approval 
Fer suasive 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
l 
1 
2 
2 
0 
l 
Evaluation: Retardation in reading which made it difficult 
to record accurately preferences may be the indication of 
some discrepancies between manifested interests and expressed 
preferences~ 
Case Number 36 
Number 36 is a sixteen-year-old girl in the eleventh 
year of school. She has an average intelligence and her 
school achievement is fair.. Her parents are in the lower 
socio-economic levelo Laek of transportation has prevented 
her from attending social and school activities which take 
place in the late afternoon or evening.. Her suggestions 
are well received by the group; she made posters at home 
for a school play and good pictorial maps. 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Ohoices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Audience Approval 
A: esthetic 
Creative 
Mathematical 
Home & Family 
Areas 
Audience Approval 
Aesthetic 
Creative 
~ ..... ---
Public Affairs 
Persuasive 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
() 
0 
2 
2 
Evaluation: Participation in Public Affairs and Persuasive 
is greater than the expressed preferences. 
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Case Number 40 
Num~er 4o is a seventeen-year-old boy in the twelfth 
·grade. He has an average intelligence and his academic 
achievement in the college course is goodo He is a member 
of the school band and he excels in sportso He has joined 
the naval reserve. 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Persuasive 
Aesthetic 
Audience Approval 
Home & Family 
Detail 
Areas 
Persuasive 
Aesthetic 
Audience Approval 
Creative 
Public Affairs 
l 
2 
3 
0 
0 
2 
2 
Evaluation: There is fairly good agreement between the 
number of actual participation and expressed interests in 
the Persuasive, Aesthetic and Audience Approval areaso 
The manifested interests in the Creative and Public 
l 
2 
2 
0 
0 
J. 
2 
Affairs ranges for which expressed preferences had not been 
indicated may be due to motivation exercised by an older 
brother who has just returned from the armed forceso 
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Oase Number 42 
Number 42 is an only girl~ eighteen years old, born of 
a Danish father and an American mother. The Danish grand-
mother lives with the family. Her intelligence is average; 
her achievement is fair. 
Before she participates in activities, she seeks for 
the approval of her teacher and her mother.. "I am not sure, 
I 111 have to askff she says of'ten before making any decisions. 
She takes music lessons; she is an active member of a . 
young people*s church organization, and she attends lectures 
with her grandmother. 
Comparison of' Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences · 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Persuasive 
Aesthetic 
Creative 
ManipUlative 
Mathematical 
Areas 
Persuasive 
Aesthetic 
Creative 
Public Affairs 
Audience Approval 
1 
2 
3 
0 
0 
2 
2 
l 
2 
3 
0 
0 
3 
3 
Evaluation: Apparently Audienee Approval and Public Affairs 
participations are inf'luenced by the home environment. 
Participation in Creative and Aesthetic are in accord with 
expressed preferences. 
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Case Number 43 
Number 43 is a. twelfth-grade boy who is eighteen years 
old$ He bas a.n intelligence below average; scholastic 
achievement is fair. Parents are determined to have him go 
to a four-year liberal arts college. He is an excellent 
swimmer and his experiences as a camp counselor have helped 
him to develop into a fine citizen. 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Aesthetic 
Creative 
Audience Approval 
Directive 
Manipulative 
Areas 
Aesthetic 
Creative 
Audience Approval 
Persuasive 
Public Affairs 
l 
2 
3 
0 
0 
l 
3 
2 
2 
4 
0 
0 
2 
2 
Evaluation: There is fairly good agreement between partici-
patory activities and expressed interests with greater 
participation in Public Affairs and Persuasive areas. 
Case Number S 3 
Number 53 is a seventeen-year-old boy. He lives with 
his grandmother; his father and mother are separated. He 
has two older sisters, both married. 
His intelligence is average; his achievement in the 
general course is fair. Up to a year ago, he showed great 
maturity. He does chores at home and works as a bus boy 
in. a restaurant on Saturdays. 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least Least 
Preferred Choices Non-Participation At School Outside 
Areas 
Creative 
Aesthetic 
Persuasive 
Audience Approval 
Detail 
Areas 
Creative 
Aesthetic 
Persuasive 
Audience Approval 
Public Affairs 
l 
l 
l 
2 
0 
l 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
l 
Evaluation: With the exception of Public Affairs area, the 
number of actual participatory activities agrees with the 
expressed interests. 
Case Number 58 
Number 58 is an eighteen-year-o~d boy whose Vision is 
very poor. He is an on~y chi~do His parents are in the 
upper socio-economic ~eve~o He has an average intelligence 
and his genera~ achievement is fair in the general courseo 
He has a good vocabulary and has traveled extensivelyo 
Comparison of Participation 
versus 
Expressed Preferences 
Least 
Preferred Ohoices 
Areas 
Creative 
Aesthetic 
Pub~ie Aff"airs 
Audienee Approval 
Directive 
Least 
Non-Participation At Schoo~ Outside 
Areas 
Oreative 
Aesthetic 
Public Affairs 
Audience Approval 
Persuasive 
1 
~ 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
Evaluation: Participation is greater than expressed 
interests; home environment probably influenced activities 
in the Persuasive area. 
,'\ 
) 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS 
ObJect of the Studl~~~ The purpo~e of this study was 
to investigate the partioipatery activities of adolescents 
in the light of their expressed likes or dislikes for these 
same activities as revealed on an interest inventory. The 
sampling included 58 boys and girls in grades 11 and 12 
from a semi-rural high school adjacent to Maine•s largest 
oityo The interest inventory used was the experimental 
,edition o:f the Allen-Durost ACTIVITY PREFERENCE INVENTORY 
which had already been administered to these students as a 
part o:f the ins:trtmlent 1 s initial \tiry-out o This study empha-
sized the question of determining to what extent the young 
people did not participate in those activities tor which they 
had previously expressed preferences. The activities repre-
sented five interest areas: Creative, Persuasive, Aesthetic, 
Audience Approval and Public Affairs, these being the areas 
whieh revealed the fewest preferences when the inventory was 
takeno When preferences are not expressed tor activities 
eommon to adolescents, gtiidanee may be necessary to explain 
and correct this "why not" situation~ A combination of the 
questionnaire and interview techniques was used with the 
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following findings and conclusionso 
Findings.-- Manifest interests in the Aesthetic area 
were in accord with expressed interests. 
In the EJreative area, the number of actual participa-
tory activities was smaller than the expressed preferences 
for these same activities. 
There was fairly good agreement between the manifest 
and expressed interests in the Audience Approval area. 
As for Public Affairs, the pupils participated more 
than they had expressed a desire to. 
The expressed interests in the Persuasive area showed 
also greater participation than the manifested interests 
in this area. 
The reasons for non-participation as it was revealed 
by the interview seem to rest upon common factors Which may 
be as follows: 
Limited facilities of transportation to study and 
social groups• meetings in the late afternoon and evenings. 
Over self-consciousness, typical of the rural and semi-
-
rural New England population. 
Shyness, a characteristic of young people whose life 
has been somewhat sheltered. 
Reading difficulty, which retards general knowledge. 
The absence of art courses in the school system. 
Lack of motivation on the part of the parents who 
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apparently are mainly preoccupied with material living. 
Limitations of the Study.-- The writer realized all 
the time that dealing with an instrument in its experimental 
edition, proven validity could not be assured. 
The fact that the same items were used for boys and 
girls may have limited the number of participation in some 
items. 
The type of activities studied could not be treated 
with the same fairness by all pupils, since some were 
dependent upon the environment of the individuals. 
In spite of careful attention, a study which is essen-
tially subjective may tend to show falsified expressed 
preferences or manifested interests. 
Conclusions.-- The implications of the data relevant 
to the investigation of participatory activities versus 
expressed preferences, led to the drawing of the following 
conclusions. 
In terms of the school guidance program and in the 
light of research pursued in this study, it becomes evident 
tha~he knowledge of manifested and expressed interests is 
of great value in the appraisal ot the pupil and in the 
offering of information regarding currie~ improvement. 
It may be interesting to notice that boys and girls 
who indicated the ~eatest partici~tory activities belong 
to civic and church organizationso Time element played an 
active role in the extent to
1 
which the pupils engaged in 
time-eansuming activities~ 0lbn the whole, parents ana chil-
dren are mere interested in seeing together spectacular 
activities like basketball g~es~ er in going hunting and 
fishing, ar in taking oecasional automobile rides to a 
lake, than pursuing activities which demand the proJection 
of one's self .. 
Because ot the.tact that the only organized sport in 
tewn reaches but a smal1 percentage of participants, it 
seems imperative to augment the good work that the churches 
and a tew civic organizations have started.. Easily-reached 
and we.ll-supervised parks, playgrounds, tennis courts, 
bathing taellities an4 community centers should be made 
availaBle fer group games, masie, handicrafts, dramatics, 
and organized 1n4oor and outdeor activities. 
Through proper guidance, a~l pupils should be enceu-
raged to develop desirable standards of taste, to appreciate 
artistic qualities in all aspects, and to acquire knowledge 
and skills in tine and practical arts, such as languages, 
.literature, music, sports, social activities and hobbies~ 
In addition they should be trained to build desirable habits 
and traits ot character which will result in greater self-
reliance ot the pupil~ In order to beeome aesirable 
achievers, the pupils must ta..lte part in well-planned 
projeets and ae motivated so that they may take an aetive 
part in each subjecto 
I 
Suggestions for Further .. study.-- 'A specific study of 
class work projects in terms of the present needs of the 
pupils with discussions at faculty meetings would give an 
f,j 
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overall picture to teachers of all gradeso A survey of the 
leisure time of high-school pupils should yield valuable 
data for the school-guidance program~ Emphasis on effective 
teaching could be met through the organization of a profes-
sional library. 
APPENDIX 
.e 
PARTICIPATION OR NON-PARTICIPATION 
IN ACTIVITIES 
of 57 Juniors and Seniors, Boys and Girls 
Falmouth High School 
Maine 
A QUESTIONNAIRE 
NAME ___________________________________ DATE ______________ __ 
. CLASS 
--------~------
This questionnaire is to determine whether you partioi~ 
pated or ~ in your least preferences that you expressed on 
January 8, 1953. Through this study the· School Guidance De-
partment will become acquainted with the opportunities or 
limitations that exist in activities inside and outside of 
Falmouth High School. 
so 
AREA OF INTEREST: PERSUASIVE 
N o. Place a check in the 
proper column 
of Activities 
--
Items At school Outside I 
in I of 
' 
never 
A. D. have Is~~~l~ have Test 
( 1 ) (2) ( ~) (4) I ( 5 )i 
3 Obtained material fo:J;" a i scrap book 
9 Persuaded people to give to 
some worthwhile cause 
-• 
13 Takm part in a Tag Day on the 
I 
street or another project 
to sell something on the street 
-
32. Been an advertising 
manager 
38 Obtained a personal interview 
from a well-lanown person 
47 Prepared for a debate 
58 Sold Christmas cards from 
house to house or to 
friends 
. 
Total 
51 
AREA OF INTEREST: PERSUASIVE (Continued) 
N o. Place a check in the 
proper column ,, 
of Activities 
Items At school Outside I 
in I of never 
A. D. have school have 
Test I have 
( 1 ) ( 2) (3) J 4_) (f)). 
. 
7 Written an essay in a 
competition 
11 Sold manufactured products 
17 Seen a film on a career 
in salesmanship 
126 Been on the advertising staff 
of a magazine, newspaper or 
yearbook 
50 Solicited prizes or 
donations 
52 Been a program chairman 
_, 
60 I ~ad .charg·e. ot:· getting cars to 
take a group 
52 
AREA OF INTEREST: AESTHETIC 
No. 
of 
items\ 
in I 
A. D .. 
1 
Test 
: fl) I 
12 i 
-I 
15 
18 
20 
Activities 
(2} 
Listened to a program of 
religious music 
Read about or attended a 
flower show 
Attended a musical program or 
concert 
Taken art 
Seen an.exhibit on interior 
decorating 
26· Read about classical music 
35 
40 
42 
Listened to opera musi'c on 
the radio 
Read magazines on fine arts 
Decorated Christmas trees 
Place a check in the 
proper~col"Q.mn 
school~OUtside 
I 1 of 
have .! school II have 
i 
·' 
i 
I 
I 
never 
have 
I 
I 
(5) 
53 
AREA OF INTEREST: AESTHETIC (Continued) 
I 
No. Place a c eck in t >.e 
proper column 
o:f Activities 
,. 
Items At s-chool Outside I 
in I ' o:f never 
A. D. have school have 
Test I have 
_(lJ (2) ( 3) (4) (5) 
56 Written a composition on America's 
musical heritage 
-
57 Seen a conductor o:f a famous 
orchestra 
64 Played classical music 
(instruments or records) 
74 Admired some well-known Cathedrals 
·-·>' . ... • 4ii 
.54 
AREA OF INTEREST: CREATIVE 
No .. Place a cl 1 eck in ~he 
prope column 
of 
Items Activities At school outside I 
in I of never 
A. ·D .. have school have 
Tes't I have 
(1) (2) ( 3J J4) (5) 
. 
2 Designed scenery for a play or 
a musical performance 
.5 Drawn .plans of a building, 
house or landscaping 
11 Sketched someone on the black-
board or make crayon portraits 
12 Written an original poem of at 
least 12 lines 
14 Belonged to an art club 
30 Done some creativ.e writing 
31 Carved figures out of wood 
33 Written a skit for a group to do 
S5 
AREA OF INTEREST: CREATIVE (Continued) 
-
No. Place a check in the 
-
column proper 
o:f Activities 
Items At school Outside I in I o:f never 
A. D~ have school have 
Test I have 
(1) 12) I (3) (4) { 5·) 
75 Made something at an art 
exhibit or a :flower show. 
9 Made up rhymes to 
I advertise things 
II 
i 
32 Been an art editor or an 
editorial writer ! 
i 
37 Made or designed puppets 
41 Made snow sculpture 
I 
57 Read about :famous sculptors 
or artists 
No. 
or 
Items 
in 
A. D. 
Test 
6 
8 
10 
14 
19 
29 
36 
37 
15 
19 
56 
AREA OF INTEREST: PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
I 
Activities 
l 
!'Read regularly foreign news ; in the newspaper 
! 
I 
I ; Taken part in a g~oup discussion I on citizens of tomorrow 
j Attended a lecture on the United 
j Nations 
t 
i 
' Kept the bulletin board on news 
up to date 
! 
I 
or hear4 .a famous l Met news 
correspondent 
. 
Listened on radio programs about 
nati·onal and international news 
I 
. . 
!Read regularly a magazine like 
1
Time or Newsweek 
I 
-~Attended a stat~ or city council, I or. town meeting 
l. . 
lWritten an essay or given a talk jon how your town government is 
lrun 
!studied World History 
. 
Place a check in the 
proper.column 
At school 
I 
have 
l 
I 
I 
i 
I 
Outside 
of 
school 
I have 
I· 
i 
I 
I 
I 
l ne~er !have 
~ 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
' i 
' ! 
; 
j 
' 
; 
! 
\ 
I 
i 
' I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
: 
57 
AREA OF INTEREST: PUBLIC AFFAIRS (Continued) 
' 
No. Place a check in the 
proper column 
of Activities 
Items A~ school Outside I 
in I of never 
A. D. have school have 
Te$t I have 
( 1) . ( ?) (~) (Jd ( ~) 
53 Cut out clippings on current 
events, or historical happenings 
48 Heard lectures by foreign 
correspondents 
~ 
67 Read a news magazine ~ I 
r 
. 
74 . Listened to a Senate 
debate 
41 Seen a news reel of national 
and international events 
. 
58 
AREA OF INTEREST: AUDIENCE APPROVAL 
-
-No. Place a c ~eck in the 
prope 1r> columr 
of 
Items Activities At school OUtsidE I 
in I I never 
A. D. have have have 
Test 
(1) (2) (1) (4} T'IT 
9 lnraken part in a talent show 
-
10 Had my picture taken with 
someone famous 
11 Gone to a play 
22 Taken part in a program 
24 Belonged to a dramatic group 
or club 
33 Played in a dance band 
J 
' 
38 Written something original 
45 Served as host or hostess to 
visitors or guests 
72 Done a solo part 
32 Given a short speech before 
a group 
33 Beeri master of. ceremonies 
59 
AREA OF INTEREST: AUDIENCE APPROVAL (continued) 
No. Place a c :1eck in ·tr e 
prope r> column 
of Activities 
Items At school Outside I 
in I I never 
A. D. have have have 
Test 
--rrr. ( 2) l a J l4J ( 5) 
59 Been a cheer leader 
Prepared a short program 
asking people to be in it 
-
• 
.;J 
§, Qt 
.Q., 0 
-/# ~ OJ ~"' ~ ~ o.t;y 
'o/ 
1 2 4 6 
2 1 2 3 
3 1 6 7 
4 2 2 4 
5 2 4 6 
6 1 2 3 
7 2 s 7 
8 1 3 4 
9 2 3 5 
10 1 4 5 
11 4 0 4 
12 2 3 5 
13 2 2 4 
14 2 2 4 
15 2 3 5 
16 1 4 5 
17 2 6 8 
18 4 4 8 
19 4 5 9 
20 3 4 7 
21 1 2 3 
Total 42 70 112 
'IB.ble of .Actual Participations in School 
and Out of School Sepa.ra tely by Individuals 
and by Interest .Areas Used for This Study 
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38 
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ACTIVITY PREFBRENCE INVENTORY 
SAi.i!'LE Q.UESTIONS ; 
1br High School Students 
FORM A 
By Margaret E. Allen 
Public Schools. _Po~land, Maine 
""' •. -<:-'"' 
An~ Walter No Durost 
School of Education 
Boston University 
F 
0 A 
R 
M 
x.. It you were to choose one ot the following to do next Sa.tt.\rday nS.ght, v1hich 
VJould you most prElfer? which least? 
h.. Go to a school dant)e 
d.. Play in e. baDlcetball game 
oe Take part in a play 
a, Go to a communi"ty concert 
Yo If one o£ the following part-time jobs were to be yours~ whic~ would you most 
prefer? which _least? · -·· 
n.. ,.larking at the eoda f'ou.:ntai:n of a local a tors (No ~.>ampling allowed~ 
ra Typing and sending out bills 
mg Selling magazines from house to house 
k.. Selling· tickets at the local thQ!":l!.'.-er 
EX..PE;RIMENTAL EDITION. All Rights Reeell"ved.. Not to be duplica:ted in s.ey form Without 
the permission of the authors. Printed in the U .,S eAo 
,. 
API :A. 
FORM A 
J 
lo For a vacation evening, which of the following would you most 
prefer? which least? 
he Going to a party 
jo Making something from directions 
bo Reading about a person who did much. for others 
lo Earning money for new clothes 
Zo If you had been saving money from your allowance all year, for 
which of the following would you most prefer to spend it? which 
least? 
j o Mov! e camera 
!o Your share of the fami'ly vacation expenses 
lo Trip to a new place 
n" Some winter sports equipment 
3o lf your club were to make a scrapbook for a sick member, which of 
the following would you most prefer to do 7 which least? 
eo Make the cover and some other illustrations 
mo Get material for it from the members 
f~ Put the book together 
bo Take .the book to the member and visit for a while 
4o .if your schooll were to have an exhibition$ which of the following 
would you most prefer to do? which least? 
fo Arrange a hobby collection 
Jo Demonstrate a science experiment 
eo Do woodcarving for the visitors · 
ko Draw to scale the. floor plans of your schoo! 
5o On a Saturday in the fall, which of the following would you most 
prefer to do? whicn least? 
ho Go to a school game with the crowcl 
io Go to camp with the family 
lo Earn ~5 for things you need 
~· Po Go for a ride in a plane 
5o On church day morning which of the following would you most 
prefer to do? which least? 
Po d)·t·;t.o church 
ao Listen to a radio program of organ music 
Oo Read al,l the foreign news in the paper 
bo Stay with a sick neighbor so the fam!~y may go to church 
?o Folr which of the following kinds of things would you most prefe!' 
to shop? which least 1 · 
.ll.o Clothes 
bo Gifts 
ec Art and drawing supplies 
fo Th~ngs for your coUectl.on 
'"' 
" 
-
f 
8o 
9o 
APl:A 
!f you were at a young people's conference, in which of the 
following discussion groups would you most prefer to be? which 
least? 
ho How to Be Popular 
io A House or a Home = Which for You? 
Oo Citizens of Tomorrow = Our Responsibilities 
la My Future.~ What~ Where_, How 
If you were to enter a radio contest, which of the following 
would you most prefer to do? which least? 
fo Be on an information quiz program 
mo Try to persuade people to give to some worthwhile cause 
Co Take part in a talent show 
eo Make up rhymes to advertise things 
lOa If you were to spend a week-end in New York, which of the following 
llo 
would you most prefer to do? which least? 
do 
ko 
Oo 
Co 
On 
to 
io 
Po 
·ho 
Co 
Try for a big prize at one of the broadcasts 
Go to the Stock Exchange 
See the United Nations at work 
Have your picture taken with, a famous actor 
a summer evening~ which of the following would you most prefer 
do? which 1 east? . ,,, ' 
Go for a speedboat ride with the family 
Go to a drive-in movie with someone of the opposite sex 
Go to a night baseball game with the gang 
Go to a play rehearsal 
1Zo Which of the following kinds of shows would you most prefer to 
attend? which least? 
lo Better Homes Exposition 
ao Flower Show 
fa Hobby Show 
no Sportsmen's Show 
13o On a spt'ing Saturday, which of the following would you most 
prefer to do? which least? 
go Take a group of younger folk to places of interest 
bo Collect used books for the City Hospital 
mo Take part in a Tag Day on the street 
no Go roller skating 
14o For which of the following school activities would you most 
prefer to sign up? which least? 
bo Take part in a school service club project 
go Be home room chairman 
Oo Keep'the bulletin board of news up to date 
fo Help with office records and attendance 
~ 
""' 
-
l5o 
16u 
17o 
API :A 
If your school were to print a calendar of events, in which of 
the following would you be most interested? which least? 
do Sports activities 
ho Social activities 
ao Musical programs 
Oo Current affairs forums 
In assembly which of the following programs would you most prefer? 
which 1 east 1 , 
O'o 
do 
lo 
Co 
If 
of 
Po 
fo 
ko 
jo 
Talk enti[tled, "Are You a Critical News Reader?" 
Film of sports programs in near-by colleges 
Discussior, on how to make the most of your personal appearance 
Student p1lanned program where you may be intervi-ewed 
! 
you were slick and could not go out which of the following kinds 
puzzles would you most prefer to do? which least? 
I 
' Cross.wor~ 
Jigsaw l 
Mathematical 
Mechanica~ 
I 
I 
leo If the following elective courses were given in your school$ in 
19o 
which would y~u be most interested? which least? 
Jo 
ao 
go 
eo 
lf 
one 
Qo 
1., 
Oo 
L. 
Driver-training 
Art appreciation 
Play prod~ction 
Woodcarving 
you could have one of the following dreams come true 9 which 
would you most prefer? which least? 
Be captai$ of one of the school teams 
Read youriown biography and find it good 
Meet a fa~ous news correspondent 
Go away t~ school and still be at home every night 
I l . 
If you went t~ a Better Homes Exposition in which of the follow!ng 
exhibits would you be most interested? which least? 
! . . 
Exhibit ot budgets for future home makers 
Demonstration of minor household repairs 
Id•as for interior decorating 
Contest t~ble - "Plans for Your Idea of a .Home" 
. 
Zlo !f you were at summer camp and could do one of the following for 
a week-end wh~ch would you most prefer? which least? 
no Overnight canoe trip 
do Practicing for archery contest 
io Home for week-end 
lo Bus trip to historic places / 
J 
-
.. 
API :A 
ZZo If your school.were to invite the class who will enter next year 
to spend a day with you.~~ in which of the following ways would you 
most prefer.to help? ich least? 
eo Write a skit to be given 
Co Take part in a prog am 
mo' Talk on a schoo 1 ac i vi ty to interest the group 
·b0 Be a "buddy" to one of the visitors for the day 
Z3a lf you wanted to earn m ney for something special, which of the 
following would you mos prefer to do? which least? 
fo Work in the city or town clerk's office 
ko Work on a news stan 
no wash dishes in a re taurant 
do Enter a radio conte t telling why you prefer a certain product 
Z4o ln which of the 
least? 
Co Dramatics 
Po Your studies 
mo Debating 
do Sports 
g would you most prefer to excel? which 
Z5a lf you had the chance t do one of the following for part of the 
summer, which would you most prefer? which least? 
bo Do volunteer servic at the hospital 
go Be a camp counselorj · 
io Go with the family f a trip 
Co Have a part in a su er theater play 
If you were asked to re ort on one of the following magazine 
articles which would yo most prefer? which least? 
Oo 
So 
jo 
ko 
A Day with a News C 
tf.hat's Going On in 
New Developments in 
The New Calculating 
r'respondent 
he Classical Music World 
Science 
Machine at Harvard 
Z?a If you were to work dur ng the summer which of the following 
types of jobs would you most prefer? which least? 
go Being at an informa ion desk 
fo Filing letters in a office 
ko · Working as a clerk 
no Being a life guard t the beach 
Z8o If you were at summer c mp and had a "free choice" afternoon 9 
which of the following ct!vities would you most prefer? which 
least? 
do Playing in an arche y contest 
hQ Going with t.he gang to the nearest movie 
jo Working on your han icraft project 
no Rowing around the 1 ke 
• 
APl :A 
Z9... To wh~ch of the following radio programs would you most prefer 
to listen? which least? 
lo A career series 
Po Program of popular music 
f.. Quiz prog~am ... uWhat's the Answer"? 
Oo "It's News Time" 
30., In i...he gym whi~h of the following would you most prefer? which 
leas·t 1 
no Apparatus work 
lo · Corrective exercise~ 
d., Group games 
go Being marching leader 
3lo On a Friday eveni~g in the winter which of the following would 
you most prefer? which least? 
Co Going to a play rehearsal 
k., Reading "Mathematics for the Mi !lions" 
do Playing basketball 
ho Going to a school dance with the crowd 
3Z., If you were to have one of the top staff positions on the school 
newspaper which of the following would you most prefer? which 
least? 
mo Advertising manager 
e., Art editor 
fo Circulation manager 
go Editor-in=chief 
33., On a June evening which of the following would appeal t·o you most 1 . 
which least? 
ho Taking a gang with you in the family car 
Ce Playing in a dance band 
!o Going somewhere with your Dad or Mother 
I 
a., Going to a rehearsal of a program of church music 
34o ,lf you were to give an oral talk which of the following assignments 
would you mos~ prefer? which least? 
g., IVd Like to Run This Place for a Day 
o., Yesterday Under the.Cap.itol Dome 
mo An exhibition of high pressure salesmanship 
do The Last Five Minutes of the Big Game 
35o On a stormy evening which of the following would you most prefer? 
-which least? 
lo Reading an article on nHow to Study" 
ho Calling up several people on the phone to chat 
ao Listening to opera ~usic on the radio 
Jo Developing and printing pictures 
• 
• 
• 
APl:A 
36o lf you were to buy one of the following magazines which would you 
most prefer? which least? 
lo Seventeen or True 
Jo Popular Mechanics 
Oo Time or Newsweek 
io Better Homes and Gardens or American Home 
37o If you were to spend a winter afternoon with the "gang" which of 
the following would you most prefer? wnich least? 
no Go. skiing 
io Invite them to your house 
Po Go tQ the movies 
eo Make puppets 
38o lf you were to contribute to your school magazine~ which of the 
following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
eo Write something original 
mo Get a personal interview from a well-known person 
ko Collect subscription money 
gc Be one of the editors 
39o If you were to have a vacation job in a newspaper office which 
of the following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
fo Do proof reading 
mo Get subscriptions 
ko Work in the accounting office 
jo Run one of the machines 
40o If you were to spend an hour in a public library, in which of 
the following ways would .you most prefer to use it? which least? 
ao Reading in the fine arts room 
Oo Reading about the United Nations 
!o Reading magazines about houses and homes 
fo Looking up a list of references on some special topic 
4lo On a Saturday morning in the winter which of the following would 
you most prefer? which least? 
no Skating-
eo Making snow sculpture 
do_· Playing basketball 
bo Shoveling out for an elderly neighbor without pay 
4Zo If your group were to take a Christmas tree to· the Children's 
Hospital~ which of the following would you most prefer to do? 
which least? 
eo Design favors and place cards 
ao Decorate the tree artistically 
mo Get people to give the gifts or money for them 
ko Keep the account of the project 
43., On the afternoon of the first day of schooL \irhicn u.i the 
following activities would you most prefer? which least? 
h;. Getting together with the crowd 
d., Playing a fall sport 
p.o Looking over your new textbooks 
io Going to the lake with the family 
APl :A 
44o If your school should set aside orie period a day for an activity 
period which of the following would you most prefer? which least? 
45o 
ao 
ho 
n .. 
Co 
lf 
for 
Art or Music 
Social dancing 
Cadets 
Dramatics 
you were to do one of 
a months which would 
the 
you 
following school service activlties 
most prefer? which least? 
ko Sell tickets to school activities 
fo Be library assistant 
Co Serve as host or hostess to visitors 
g.o Be home room representative to student council 
46o lf you were working at a summer hotel during vacations which of 
the ·following would you most prefer to be? which least? 
47o 
no Waiter or waitress 
ko Cashier in dining room 
fo Typist for the manager 
go Head waiter or hostess 
Which one of the fillowing activities·would you most: prefer for 
your winter vacation? which least? 
ho Staying in a cabin with the gang 
lo Staying at home with nothing you have to do 
mo Preparing for a debate at schoo~ 
do Competing in a community winter carnival 
48o If you were to have a season's pass to a group of community 
activities 9 which of the following would you most prefer? 
which least? 
ao Community concerts 
Oo lectures by foreign news correspondents 
ho Community socials 
Po Plays 
JIL 49o In which of the following types of school activities would you 
most prefer to excel? which least? 
ao Art or Music or both 
ko Subjects based on the use of numbers 
Po Foreign languages 
Co Speaking activities 
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If on Career Day your school had discussion groups led by experts 
which of the following would you most prefer to attend? which 
least? 
ko Pencil, Paper, Figures and Business 
io MY Work in My Home 
go The Boss in Business 
bo A Career in Social Work 
Which of the following would you prefer to visit? which least? 
Oo City Council or Town Meeting 
bo Patients at the City Hospital 
ko Business machine~ demonstration 
do A boat race in which you take part 
5Zo !f your school had the following clubs, which would you most 
prefer to join? which least? 
jo The Camera Fans 
no The Outdoor Club 
fo The Collectors 
eo The Woodcarvers 
53c If a course in speech were required sometime while you are in 
high school, which of the following would you most prefer? 
whici'J, least? 
mo Debating 
Cc Dramatics 
lo Speech improvement 
Po Public or radio reading 
54o During your spring vacation which of the following would you 
most prefer to do? which least? 
eo 
no 
bo 
ho 
55o If 
the 
bo 
Jo 
Mo 
Oo 
Design puppets 
Help prepare and plant a garden 
Read daily to a blind person 
Go on a house party with the crowd 
you had a three=minute oral assignment in English, which of 
foll9wing would you most prefer? which least? 
Tel! about a person who had done much for the world 
Tell how to do a science experiment 
Give a high pressure sales talk 
Give a summary of the past week's news 
56o If you were to choose one of the following topics for your next 
written lesson in English which would you most. prefer? which 
least? 
io A Family Costs Money 
ao America's Musical Heritage 
e" lir i te a 12-line original poem 
o" \vhat 7 s Happening All Around us 
57o lf you could se~ one of the following people at work, which of 
them would you most prefer it to be? which .least? 
Oo Famous.news commentator 
ao Conductor of a famous symphony orchestra 
eo Famous sculptor 
Co Famous actor 
• 58o If you were to try to earn some Christmas money, which of the 
! 
. 
& 
following would you most prefer doing? which least? 
ko Being a clerk in a store 
fo Checking sales slips· in an office 
Jo Making Christmas wreaths or greens 
mo Selling Christmas cards from house to house 
' 59o If you were to do a good turn for your community, which of the 
following would you most ·prefer? which least? 
me Get people to donate books for the veterans' hospital 
Co Sing or play for the blind 
eo Design and make favors for the Home for the Aged 
So Direct games for the neighborhood children 
60o If you were to visit for a day at a university~ in which of the 
following departments would you most prefer to be? which least? 
mo Law 
jo Medicine or Nursing 
be Social work 
go Teaching 
6lo During your summer vacation which of the following activities 
would you most prefer? which least? 
go Being a junior counselor at camp 
Po Having nothing you have to do 
bo Volunteering for hospital service 
ao Work at an art museum 
6Zo If you were to go to the movies, under which one of the followi:i.lg 
conditions would you most prefer to go? which least? 
io Go with the family 
ho Go with your crowd 
Po Go with someone of the opposite sex 
bo Take someone of your own sex who doesn't have much money 
63o If you were to spend a day with a city or town officiai with 
which of the following would you most prefer it to be? which 1east1 
9o City manager, mayor, or first selectman 
fo City or town clerk 
mo City or town lawyer 
Jo City or town doctor or nurse 
• 
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o4o Which of the following would you most prefer to do with money 
you had earned? which least? 
io Use it .for your part of a trip with the family 
lo Save it for further education 
a; Buy albums of classical music 
no Buy a bicycle 
65o If your home room were to put on a talent show, which of the 
following would you most prefe1• to do? which least? 
Co Be in a teen-age fashion show 
ge Coach the show 
eo Draw crayon portraits of people 
Po Be in the audience 
66o On a September evening which of the following would you most prefer 
doing? which least? 
bo Typing tickets for a school play 
do Competing in .a try=out for class play parts 
!~ Looking up information on your chosen career Jo Developing pictures 
67o Jf you were taking a train trip through a region new to you and 
through beautiful country, which of the following would you most 
prefer to do while riding? which least? 
Oo Read a news magazine 
ho Talk. to someone you met on the train 
ao Watch the scenery 
d., Play cards 
68o On a pleasant summer day which of the following would you most 
prefer to do? which 'least? 
J ,, Have the family car to dr 1 ve 
ho Go on a picnic with your friends 
de Play tennis 
no Go canoeing 
69" If-you were to spend a week at a wintar sports lodge in which of 
the following would you be most interested? which least? 
no Going on the ski jump 
ho Evening social affairs 
do Competitive events 
lo Trying to improve your technique in some one thing 
70o If you were looking th£"ough a ma!l=o.-der catalog in which of the 
following sections •.vould you be most interested? which least? 
1., C-lothes 
i., Furniture and home equipment 
b.. Gift ideas 
eo .D,rt supplies 
~-v~ 1-••\ / - -~ \. - ~- ·. - - : . 
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If you were to take one of the following practical elective 
courses~ which would you most prefer? which least? 
1., Course called "Understanding Ourselves" 
Jo Course in caring for and doing small repairs on a car 
m., How to Be a Successful Salesperson 
io Looking Ahead to Home Planning 
1Zo lf your school asked you to help in a money-raising program~ 
which of the following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
Co Do a solo part of some kind 
m., Sell tickets in the community 
b., Tend the checkroom during 'the program and dance 
ko Keep track of the expenses involved 
73o If you were to sign up for a school sport which one of the 
following reasons would inf~uence you most 1 which lea·st 1 
no It involves much physical activ!tyo 
do You like competitiono 
ho Most of the crowd is signing upa 
Co You think you may be able to "shine" in this sporto 
74o If your class were to visit the city of Washington, which of the 
following would you ~ost prefer to do? which least? 
Oo Listen to a Senate debate 
fo See the museum collections at Smithsonian Institute 
ao See the Washington Cathedral 
lo Visit famous historical buildings 
?5o If your class were putting on a play, which of the following 
would you most prefer to do? which least? 
Co 
no 
go 
ko 
Be one of the players 
Work behind the scenes 
Act as stage manager 
Take over·the ticket selling 
--
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lo If you were at camp which of the fol-lowing activities would yoti 
most prefer to sign.up for? which least? 
Co. Outdoor dramatics 
no Horseback riding 
do Sailboat racing 
go Counselor training 
Zo If your school were to put on a Christmas pageant which of the 
following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
f~ Get together the costumes and properties 
Co Be the narrator 
eo Design the scenery 
ao Help with the music 
3o For an evening in the fall which of the followtng would you most 
4o 
prefer? which least? 
io 
bo 
do 
jo 
lf 
the 
bo 
Po 
L. 
jo 
Stay at home with the family 
Visit a sick friend who is in the hospital 
Bowl on a team 
Go to crafts class 
you were left quite a large sum of money by a relative, which of 
following would you most prefer to do with it? which least? 
Use some of it for things your 
Buy a television set 
Save it for further education 
Buy a movie camera and lots of 
parents have long wanted 
film 
5., If you were allowed to spend your study periods in the library 
which of the following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
e~ Draw plans for your idea of a school 
fo Look up information on your hobby 
lo Read travel books 
oo Read newspapers or news magazines 
6o If your school were to entertain a visiting team.~~ in which of the 
following ways would you most prefer to help? which least? 
mo Find homes for the team to stay in 
go Take care of the daryce arrangements 
ko Sell dance tickets · 
fo Help collect and serve the eats 
7~ If you were to enter an essay in a competition.~~ which of the 
following titles would you most prefer? which least? 
Po It's Later Than You Think 
io My Home Life is Happy Because 
rna Military Training ~ Yes or No 
lo The.Ideal High School Student 
" ~ .. <:II-
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Bo lf you were to spend a day with a college student majoring in 
one of the following which would you most prefer? which least? 
Oo Government work 
ko Business 
ao Music 
n., Physical education 
9o lf you were to spend your vacation with your grandparents on a 
farm where there was no radio, which of the following would you 
miss most? which least? 
.i" The family 
Oo Listening to the news 
1., · . The chance to earn money 
p., Going to the movies 
lOo If your school could have only one outside assembly speaker for 
the year, which of the following would you most prefer? which 
least? · 
Oo Member of Congress 
1., Speaker on the job outlook for youth 
Jo Scientist 
a., Speaker on famous examples of architecture 
llo· If you had to pay a forfeit at a party, which of the following 
would be ea'siest for you to do? which least desirable? 
mo 
Co 
ko 
eo 
lZo lf 
of 
io 
Po 
Oo 
·1 <> 
Sell ~ Fuller brush 
Make a one=minute speech 
Do a math puzzle 
Sketch someone on the blackboard 
you were to have group discussions at a club conference, which 
the following groups would you most prefer to Join? which least? 
Home Responsibilities of Youth 
Date Problems of Youth 
Citizenship Problems of Youth 
Personality Problems of Youth 
13o If your week=end English assignment could be any one of the 
following, which would you most prefer? which least? 
eo Write an original poem of at least ll lines 
Oo Write a summary of the national news of the past week 
mo Write a letter to the School Board trying to· convince them 
that vacations shoula be longer . 
fo List 10 biographies written during the year, their authors 
and one sentence about each biography 
14o If you were to join only one of the following clubs, which would 
you most prefer? which l•ast? 
eo Creative a~t club 
Jo Crafts club 
bo Good turn club 
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15o If vou might attend one of the fo.llowing during a study period, 
which would you most prefer? which least? 
lo 
Oo 
j .. 
io 
16., If 
of 
ho 
lo 
So 
Oo 
A discussion on "High School Students Face Life~ Love 
and Competition" 
An explanation of how your city or town government is run 
A film abo.ut science 
A talk on home budgeting for young people 
you were to spend a Saturday afternoon in a. large city, which 
the following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
Go to a major league baseball game with friends 
Shop for new clothes 
Go to the art museum . 
Visit a government office 
l?o If your school showed car~er movies weekly for anyone interested, 
which of the following would you most prefer to see? which least? 
mo Career in Salesmanship 
Oo Career in Gov~rnment Service 
ko Career in Accounting 
Qo Career in Business Management 
18o lf your club were to undertake a Christmas project, which of the 
following would you most prefer? which least? 
Co Be on a program at the Home for the Aged 
b.. Try to cheer children in the hospital 
Jo Repair broken toys for needy children 
eo Write a Christmas playlet 
19.. If you were to elect one of the following courses at school, 
which would you most prefer? which least? 
ko General math 
Co Public speaking 
J" Shop or Home Economics 
Oc World History 
ZOa If you might haye the family car for the eveningr which of the 
following would you most prefer? which least? 
ho Taking the gang with you · 
io Taking the family with you 
bo Taking someone who has few chances to go to ride 
Po Taking a friend of the opposite sex 
,a.. Zl" lf you were window shopping which of the following displays 
~ would interest you most? which least? 
iu Home furnishings 
l., Clothing 
bu Gifts your parents might like 
no Sporting and camping equipment 
f 
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Z2o Whic~ of the following would you be most Interested in doing 
next Friday afternoon? which least? 
Z3., 
Do 
do 
f .. 
nc 
If 
of 
Entertaining a fo.:rei gn student 
Playing some competitive sport 
Working at the library 
Working in a restaurant clearing tables 
you were to go to ·a young people·• s conference, in which one 
the fo!lowingwou!d you_be most interested? wh1ch least? 
io Discussion groups on home problems 
ho Meeting new people 
. go Leadership training activities; 
do Games and contests 
24o During your summer vacation which of the following ways to earn 
money would you most prefer? which least? 
no Job on a farm 
f.. Sales slip checker in a store office 
m.. House-to-house salesman 
ko Cashier in a cafeteria 
Z5o lf you were given $5 for your birthday, which of the following 
would you most prefer to do with it 1 \1thich least? 
lo. Buy some clothes 
ao Buy some symphony records 
no Use it toward a week=end at a sports lodge 
bo Take a foreign student in your school to something special 
26o If your school published a yearbook in whi.ch of the following 
activities connected w.ith it would.you be most interested? which 
least? 
Qo Editorial staff 
mo Advertising staff 
fo Subscription staff 
Jo Taking pictures of school activities 
Z7o At the end of your high school days for which of the following 
would you most prefer to be remembered by your class? which least? 
lo For having made the most improvement in four years 
d~ For having your name on a sports trophy 
ko For carrying honors in math 
9o For having been class ~resident 
Z8o lf your school were sending a Red Cross portfolio to a foreign 
country, which of ·the following would you most prefer to do? 
which least? 
eo Make the cover 
mo Get people to furnish material for the por·tfolio 
Ja Take pictures of.school activities 
Qo Be ctairrnan of the project 
• 
Z99 If you were to spend an afternoon in the magazine room at the 
public library, ~hich of the following types would you most 
prefer to read? which least? 
ao Art or music magazines 
lo Magazines dealing with clothes and good grooming 
Oo News magazines 
jo Magazines telling how to make things 
30o lf the following courses were offered at your school but not 
required, which would you ·most prefer to elect? which least? 
eo Creative writing 
Oo Curr~nt history 
ko Higher math 
ao Music appreciation 
31o Which of the following winter activities would you most prefer? 
which least? 
JZo 
no 
do 
he 
eo 
If 
of 
Skating 
Earning a winter sports letter 
Going on a sleigh ride 
Carving figures out of wood 
I 
your class were studying an important· news question» which 
the following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
mo Debate one side of it 
eo Write an editorial on it 
Co Give an oral report on it 
fo Assemble a list of references dealing with it 
33o If your school were putting on an entertainment which of the 
following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
go Be .chairman of the planning committ~e 
ee Write a skit for some group to do 
Co Be master of ceremonies 
Po Be in the audience with nothing to do 
34o If you were to go to a private school, in which of their activities 
would you be most interested? which least? 
do Sports 
ho Club life 
Co Dramatics 
ao Musical organizations 
35~ 'If you were to spend an afternoon with patients in a hospital 
ward, in which of the following would you be most interested? 
which least? 
Po Reading to the patients 
Ce Doing sleight-of-hand tricks for .the patients 
ao Playing classical records for lnt~rested patients 
jo Helping pa~!~nts with'mechanical p~zzles 
,. 
36o On a day when there is no school which of the following would 
you most prefer to do? which least? 
be Coll~ct used magazines for the veterans' hospital 
ko Work on some math puzzles 
ho Meet the gang at the corner drug store 
do Play a game ~f cards 
37o If you picked up a magazine containing the following articles, 
which title would interest you most? which least? 
lo From Hobby to Career 
eo Name-It Contest 
io Week-end Fun for the Whole Family 
Oo How to Read Newspapers 
38o On a vacation evening which of the following would appeal to 
you most? which least? 
io Entertaining relatives 
jo Browsing through a boo~ on how to make things 
bo Staying with a neighbor's children without pay 
Oo Going to a program on, current affairs 
39o If your school we~e to put on a radio show, which of the following 
would you most prefer to do? which least? 
Co Be one of the speakers 
go Direct the broadcast 
mo Persuade the local radio station to give the time 
e. Write the script 
40o If you had the chance to work in a store durin.g your Christmas 
vacation in which one of the foilowing departments would' you 
most prefer to be? which least? 
lo Teen-age clothing department 
io Model rooms of furniture department 
jp Automobile parts and supplies 
.co Being Santa's helper in the store window 
4lo In assembly which of the following types of programs would you 
most prefer? which least? 
ao A high-grade musical program 
lo Student discussion = "What My Fctmily Has a Right to Expect of Me 
Oo A news reel of national and international events 
lo Speaker on "How to Make Wise Use of Leisure Time" 
4Zo On a December evening which of the fo-llowing would you most prefer? 
which least? 
ho Going .on a straw ride with the group 
no Going skating 
jo Making Christmas greens from outdoor materials 
ba Taking club gifts to a ho$pltal ward 
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4.3o If you were to spend your veo.cat ion at a suutnl8i:~ resort wh i ..-.:!::. o:: ·;.he 
~ following activities would Interest you most? whlc~ least? 
go Directing game periods for the children cf the guests 
Co Taking small parts at the summer theater 
de Taking part in the tennis match 
n.. Swimming and water a~tivities 
t 
44o If you were to send for some catalogs of specialized schools and 
colleges. in which of the following would you be most lnterestad? 
which least? 
a.. Art school 
kc Business school 
Co Dramatic school 
Qo Teachers' college 
45.. In connection with musics which of the following would be of most 
interest to you? which least? 
bo Playing records for patients at Home for Aged 
a.. List£ning to classical music 
io Enjoying music at home with the family 
c.. Playing or singing music· in public 
46o On New Year's Eve which of the following would you most. prefer? 
which least? 
Po 
ho 
i .. 
O.o 
Going to a· Church Watch Night Service 
Going to a dance with your crowd 
Going to a midnight movie with the family 
Listening to radio reviews of the pas~ year 7 s events 
47e lf your class were do,ing a special project, which of the foliov.r.ing 
activities would you most prefer? which least? 
j.. Ma~ce something for 1 t 
Po Follow whatever directions the teacher gives 
go Take charge of a summary program at the end 
Co Report orally on something concerning it 
48o lf YOU 90u!d do one Of the following WhiCh WOuld you most prefer? 
which least? 
do Go bowling 
Qv Go to a talk on current affairs 
ao Go to a ballet· 
eo Go to a clay modeling class 
49o Which of the·follow!ng summer activities would you most prefei:·? 
which least? 
do Golf 
h.. Picnics 
na Diving 
s~ Directing a Scout or club group 
) 
50o ~f your school were to have a winter·ca~nlval, in which of the 
following ways would you most prefer !:o te.ke part 1 which 1 cc.st :' 
d6 Enter one of the competitive events 
mo Solicit prizes 
eo Make snow sculpture 
ho Be a spectator 
5lo In reading a newspaper which of the following parts would.be of 
most interest to you? which least? 
Po Comic strips 
io Careers You Can Carry On at Horne 
lo Column of problems of adolescents 
do Sports page 
5Zo If you ~ere to· be a club officer 9 which of the following would 
you most prefer? which least? 
g., President 
m.. Program chairman 
fo Secretary 
ko Treasurer 
53~ If each person in your class were to care for the library display 
case for a week, which of the followi~g types of collections 
would you most prefer to bring? which least? 
ko Math puzzles 
Oo Historic newspapers or clippings 
e.. Miniature stage scenery you had made 
fo Coins 9 stamps or rocks 
54o Which of the following types of rhythmic activities appeals 
to you most? which least? 
a., Ballet 
ho Social dancing 
no Marching 
Co Baton twirling 
55o If your family were spending the week-end at the beach~ which of 
the following outdoor activities would you most prefer? which leas1 
io Going with the family for rides in the car 
p., Ly.ing by yourself on the beach to get a sun tan 
no Going rowing 
ho Going to a beach party 
56o If you were to spend the summer '!.IJOrking for a magazine publisher, 
which of the tollowing jobs would you most prefer? which least? 
eo . Working in the art section of the advertis!ng depar~tment 
ko Working with numbers in the circulation department 
fo Proof reading 
mo Selling subscriptions from house to house 
-'7 
57., On a summer afternoon which of the following.activities would 
you most prefer? which least? 
ho Reading "How to Make Friends Easily" 
no Going bicycling 
mo Trying to get donations for the community fair. 
de !Playing golf 
58o If you were to attend "open house" at the school of a frl~nd, 
which of the following would you most prefer to see? ~ . vhich least? 
ao Art exhibit 
ko Business machines exhibit 
Po Exhibit of regular classwork 
Jo Shop or home economics exhibit 
59o .At one of the school games which of the following would you most 
prefer to be? which least? 
f o. Manager of the team 
Co. Cheer leader 
do Player 
ho Spectator 
' 
. . 
If you were to take your share of the responsibility for a club 
picnic, which of the following would you most prefer to do? 
which least? 
ko Budget the expense and collect the money 
~o Get cars to take the group 
fo Buy and pack the fo~d 
go Be general chairman of the picnic 
6lo If you had the chance to work at a bus terminal during the summer, 
which of the following would you most prefer to do? which least? 
go Be at the information desk 
fo Check the ticket stubs returned by the drivers 
ko Sell ·local tickets 
no Work on the lunch counter 
6Zo ln a time of great emergency» which of the following things'would 
you most prefer to do to help? which least? 
bo Cheer people who are in trouble 
Jo Help with first aid 
no Serve food 
go Care for small children 
63o Which ol' the following activities would you most prefer to do on· 
an evening when you have no home work? which· least? 
no Go swimming at the "Y'' pool 
do Try out for a play 
io Be at home and do just as you like 
bo ·Visit a friend who is ill 
64o To earn money during the summer which of the following would you 
most prefer? which least? 
ko Be a clerk in a store 
go Serve as a guide at a place of historical interest 
no \-Jork as a waiter or waitress in a cafeteria 
fo Be a filing clerk in an office · 
65o Which of the following nation=wide events would you most prefer 
to see? which least? 
J 
ao Easter Sunrise Service at Grand Canyon 
do Army-Navy Football Game 
Oo Opening of Congress 
Po- New Year's Eve in Times Square 
66o· Which of the following recess activities would you most prefe~? · 
which least? 
j ' ' ' 
ho Being W·i th the "gang" 
Po Being with someone of the opposite sex 
bo Helping a new student get acquainted with other students 
1o Looking up the correct way to do things at some special affair 
67o Which of the following telephone calls would you be most interested 
in making? which least? 
bo Offering sympathy to someone in trouble 
ho Chattin~ with a friend · 
mo Asking someone to give to a worthy cause 
fo Calling to get train information 
68o On an evening in Mays which of the following would you most prefer? 
which least? 
ho Go for a walk with the crowd 
f o \.Jork on Jigsaw puzzles 
Po Watch television 
bo Mow the lawn for a'neighbor who is ill 
69a lf you were to spend a day with some member of the·staff of a 
newspaper office, with which would you most prefer tt to be? 
which least? 
eo An editorial writer 
mo Advertising manager 
go Managing editor · 
Jo One ,of the people in the machine room 
?Oo Which of the following summer activities would you most prefer? 
which least? 
Jo Taking a First Aid course 
io Going often with the family to an amusement park 
no Mountain climbing 
~o Playing baseball or softball 
' 
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7lo If yo~r school were to visit one of the follo~ing places~ 
whi~h.would you most prefer? which least? 
ko A bank 
ao A flower show 
fa A natural historv museum 
bo A hospital for c~ippled children 
?Za On a Saturday afternoon in spring, which of the following would 
you m6st prefer? which least? 
ho Go on a hike with the gang 
mo Go around the neighborhood asking for used thin9s f~~ a 
rummage sale 
do Play baseball or softball 
no Go horseback riding 
73o lf your group were preparing a basket for a nGedy farn!iy at 
Thanksgiving., whicQ of the following would you most prefer t.o do? 
which least? 
fo Collect the things and pack them 
ko Estimate the entire cost and the quantity each should give 
nlo Get the members to donate the things 
bo Deliver the basket and talk with the family 
74o If you could go to one of the following, which would you most 
prefer? 'which least? 
eo Creative art exhibit 
ao Symphony concert 
i o Home appliance exhibit 
lf' Fashion show for teen-agers of both sexes 
75c On a stormy afternoon which of the following would you ,most 
prefer to do? which. least 1 
hb Brave the storm to go to club 
ao Listen to an opera on the radio 
lo Read an article on "How to Make the Most of Yourselfn 
Po Read comic books 
